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What confusion. I have followed a number of pharma or bio tech companies over the years as they go
through the various phase trials and it takes years. You may remember Theralase that we followed for
5 years going through various trials and finally got stopped out of the stock in 2020.
What is happening with Covid-19 is all history in the making and these injections approved in months
rather than years. Yes I did clarify there is a real and legitimate approval of Pfizer's Comirnaty
vaccine. It is the exact same contents as the previous Pfizer BioNTech but there is no supply of the
approved Comirnaty and I think this is why the FDA also reissued the EUA authorization for Pfizer
BioNTech to increase uptake of the non approved vaccine.
This still qualifies as fake news but not the Pulitzer prize because they spun a story with help of the
FDA to coerce people into taking the old EUA vaccine. FDA says it is the same thing and it really is.
The FDA also just gave Pfizer authorization to store the vaccine up to 9 months instead of 6. Clearly
there is a problem of a lot of vaccine just sitting around because of vaccine hesitancy. The uptake in
the US has been very slow the last two months. It appears this whole approval thing was done in
record time more to increase vaccine uptake than to ensure a safe vaccine. I checked Pfizer
financial qtrs. to see if they had an inventory build, thought a possible short play if their sales took a
hit, but could not come to any sure conclusion. It might show next qtr. report?
Being approved gives schools, governments and some employers more clout with enforcing vaccine
mandates, but legally there is a big difference and you have to go by the label.
This article by Robert Kennedy Junior and Meryl Nass M.D, is a must read as it clarifies all the
confusion and stipulates the legal differences, it especially more important if you think you could be
mandated to take the vaccine (back to school, will be no approved vaccine ready). They also note that
Pfizer has no liability shield under the approved vaccine so might delay it further until they can
negotiate an immunity. I am sure they know how dangerous it is. I want to thank a handful of doctors
and subscribers who sent this link, it has the best analysis of this approval proceedings.
There is also a very good video of Dr. Jane Ruby a pharmaceutical researcher and drug developer
who goes through the documentation - the package insert or maybe better said the lack there of
documentation. Reveals 20 short comings in the FDA's documentation.
From December 19th 2020 to March 2021 their trial was all clinical phases lumped into one. FDA
admitted in the documentation that the side effect profile was 10 times worse after the 2nd dose
compared to first dose. They have no safety data yet for pregnant women.
Another thing that was revealed in the documentation, US residents who received a shot between
December 2020 and March 2021 were really two control groups, 50% of the recipients got the
vaccine and 50% a placebo. Isn't this a grand scheme where Biden and other high ranking officials
go on TV getting a vaccine and just so happened to get the placebo. Talk about a scam of huge
proportions. Up to March the US vaccinated about 13% of the adult population so a lot got a placebo
and don't know it. Perhaps a blessing for them.

Like many, I have been following the Israel live trial so to speak. There has been lots of data proving
the injections are not effective or quickly lose effectiveness as best case. However, I have heard very
little about side effects. I just assumed it was censored, but here is the likely reason, a tweet by Dr.
Malone, the inventor of mRNA.

This is a good video that shows no data was updated for the approved vaccine. The same data was
used as March 2021. It also shows the CDC data conflicts with the FDA. This guy, Dr. John Campbell
is a bit dry but he gets lots of views and comments and over 1 million subscribers.

The real weapon of Covid-19 is the global fear.

